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On the Critical Sensing Radii in Wireless Sensor Networks 
Guoqiang Mao, Brian D. O. Anderson, Barış Fidan, Jia Fang and A. Stephen Morse  
Abstract—  In this chapter, we summarize the graphical properties of a wireless sensor network to attain certain 
properties such as connectivity, k-connectivity, unique localizability and easily localizability with low computational cost. 
For a sensor network whose underlying graph is a unit disk graph, the critical sensing radii required to acquire these 
properties are given. 
Index Terms—wireless sensor networks, connectivity, trilateration, bilateration, graph theory 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we investigate the graphical properties of a wireless sensor network (WSN) to attain 
certain properties such as connectivity, k -connectivity, unique localizability and computationally easy 
localizability. Specifically, consider a sensor network that can be modeled by a unit disk graph with a 
sensing radius r , we identify the critical sensing radii required for the network to acquire the above 
desirable properties. Although many of the problems and theories discussed in this chapter can be extended 
to 3D (
3 ℜ ), we focus on 2D (
2 ℜ ) problems for easy illustration of the basic concepts. 
A graphical model of a sensor network can be built by using a vertex in the graph to represent every 
sensor and an edge in the graph to represent every sensor pair for which the two sensors can directly 
communicate with each other. The resulting graph  ( ) , GV E = , where V  is the vertex set and E  is the edge 
set, is called the underlying graph of the network.  Let  X  denotes the number of elements in a set  X ; 
then  V  ( E ) represents the number of vertices (edges) in the graph  ( ) , GV E = . A widely used graphical 
model of a sensor network is the unit disk graph. In a unit disk graph, an edge between two vertices exist 
iff (if and only if) the Euclidean distance between their associated sensors is smaller than a given threshold 
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r , where r  is known as the sensing radius or the transmission range of the sensor network.  
Another important concept in modeling sensor networks by graphs rests on the fact that in many sensor 
networks, the sensors are effectively randomly located. Suppose that the sensors are independently and 
randomly distributed in 
2 ℜ  following either a uniform distribution or a Poisson distribution. Any two 
sensors can communicate directly with each other iff their Euclidean distance is smaller than a given 
threshold r . The underlying graph of that sensor network is called a random geometric graph [1], which is 
denoted by  () n Gr , or  () () n Gr n when we need to emphasize the dependence of the sensing radius r  on n , 
as will occur later. The parameter n denotes either the total number of sensors in the case of a uniform 
distribution or the sensor density per unit area in the case of a Poisson distribution. 
A number of WSN problems can be studied in the framework of graph theory. For example, in power 
control, a critical problem is the minimum transmitter power required to achieve a connected network [2] in 
which each sensor in the network has a path to every other sensor in the network.  This problem can be cast 
into graph theory as establishing the minimum r  required for a set of sensors for which the underlying unit 
disk graph is a connected graph. Another important WSN problem that can be studied in the framework of 
graph theory is localization. In particular, there is a large class of distance-based localization algorithms 
that estimate the Euclidean positions of all sensors in a network given the knowledge of the Euclidean 
positions of some sensors (i.e., anchors) as well as inter-sensor distances between certain pairs of sensors 
[3].  
The distance-based localization problem can be formulated using graph theory as follows. Consider a 
sensor network with a set V  of sensors, a set D of known distances  ij d  between certain pairs of sensors 
, ij vv V ∈  ( , {1,..., } ij V ∈ ,  ij ≠ ), and a set  a V  of anchors 
i a v  ( {1,..., ia aV ∈ ,  a VV ⊂ ) whose Euclidean 
coordinates  () i p a  are known. Note that the distances between anchors are given implicitly and hence are 
known values. The localization problem is one of finding a mapping  : pV→ℜ
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() pi∈ℜ
2  to each sensor  i v  such that  ( ) ( ) ij p ip j d − =  holds for all pairs  , ij  for which  ij d  is given, and 
the assignment is consistent with the known anchor positions. The greatest interest is in the case when there 
is only a single assignment  () p i  possible for every i, i.e., the case when the network is uniquely 
localizable. The sensor network localization problem can be split into two fundamental problems: an 
analytic existence/solvability problem and an algorithmic problem. The analytic existence/solvability 
problem is concerned with the properties of the sensor network required to uniquely localize every sensor 
in the network. The algorithmic problem is concerned with the design of efficient algorithms to solve the 
localization problem and the properties of the sensor network that can be exploited to simplify the 
computational complexity of the localization algorithms. 
In this chapter we show that answers to the earlier questions can be found in the framework of graph 
theory. Moreover, this chapter provides the theoretical basis for the applicability of a number of methods 
already developed by others. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section II, we discuss the 
graphical properties of uniquely localizable networks. In Section III, we investigate the graphical properties 
of connected networks, k -connected networks and easily localizable networks. Finally, conclusions and 
future work are given in Section IV. 
II.  GRAPHICAL PROPERTIES OF UNIQUELY LOCALIZABLE NETWORKS 
A fundamental problem in localization is whether every sensor in a sensor network with a given set of 
sensors and inter-sensor distances is uniquely localizable. Unique localizability is a fundamental property 
of the sensor network which does not depend on the specific localization algorithms. The unique 
localizability problem has been studied in the framework of graph theory [4], [5], [6], [7]. In this section, 
we shall investigate the graphical properties of a uniquely localizable sensor network. 
A graphical model  () , GVE of a sensor network can be built using the procedure described in the last 
section. A 2-dimensional framework  () , GVp is a graph  ( ) , GVE together with a mapping  : pV→ℜ
2. A Handbook of Wireless Mesh & Sensor Networking 
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framework is called a realization if the associated mapping  p  satisfies  ( )( ) ij p ip j d −=  for all pairs of 
, ij V ∈  where there is an edge between i and  j . Two frameworks  ( ) , GVp and  () , GVq are equivalent if 
() ( ) () ( ) p ip j q iq j −= −  holds for every pair  , ij V ∈  connected by an edge. Two frameworks  ( ) , GVp 
and  () , GVq are congruent if  () ( ) ( ) ( ) p ip j q iq j −= −  holds for every pair  , ij V ∈ no matter whether 
there is an edge between them. For two congruent frameworks, one can be obtained from the other by 
applying one or more of a translation, rotation and reflection. 
A framework  () , GVp is called generic if the set containing the coordinates of all its points is 
algebraically independent over the rationals.  A framework  ( ) , GVp is called rigid if there exists a 
sufficiently small positive constant ε  such that if  ( ) , GVp is equivalent to  () , GVq and  ( ) ( ) pi qi ε − <  
for all iV ∈ , then  () , GVq is congruent to  ( ) , GVp. The closeness qualification produced by ε  is critical 
in the definition, which is to be contrasted with the definition below of global rigidity. A graph  ( ) , GVE is 
called rigid if there is an associated framework  ( ) , GVp that is generic and rigid. If the underlying graph of 
a sensor network (with at least three anchors in generic positions in 
2 ℜ ) is rigid, there can only be a finite 
number of solutions to the localization problem and there is no continuous deformation that can move a 
sensor (sensors) to a different position (positions) while satisfying the distance constraints. If the 
underlying graph is non-rigid there are an infinite number of solutions to the localization problem.  
A framework  () , GVp is globally rigid if every framework equivalent to  () , GVp is also congruent to 
() , GVp. A graph  () , GVE is called globally rigid if there is an associated framework  ( ) , GVp that is 
generic and globally rigid. If the underlying graph of a sensor network (with at least three anchors in 
generic positions in 
2 ℜ ) is globally rigid and the associated framework is generic, there can only be one 
solution to the localization problem, i.e., every sensor in the network is uniquely localizable. Both rigidity  
and global rigidity are generic properties in 
2 ℜ .  Handbook of Wireless Mesh & Sensor Networking 
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For a sensor network containing three or more anchors in generic positions in 
2 ℜ  and whose underlying 
graph is globally rigid, any generic framework associated with the graph is also globally rigid, i.e., the 
sensor network is unique localizable; and many non-generic frameworks associated with the graph may 
also be globally rigid. For a sensor network containing three or more anchors in generic positions in 
2 ℜ , 
and whose underlying graph is a unit disk graph, global rigidity of the graph is only a sufficient condition 
for unique localization and rigidity of the graph is a necessary condition for unique localization. Only in 
generic situations where a priori information is not helpful, global rigidity is both a sufficient condition 
and a necessary condition. An example of a non-generic situation can arise in a sensor network whose 
underlying graph is a unit disk graph. For such a sensor network, even when its underlying graph is a rigid 
graph but not a globally rigid graph, it may still be uniquely localizable because the ambiguities associated 
with the non-globally rigid nature of the underlying graph may sometimes be eliminated using the unit disk 
graph properties. This is illustrated in Fig 1.  
 
The earlier discussions can be summarized into the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1 [5], [6]: Consider a 2-dimensional sensor network with at least three anchors generically 
positioned in 
2 ℜ . In generic situations where a priori information is not helpful, the necessary and 
1 v
2 v 3 v
5' v
5 v
4 v
 
Fig. 1.  An example showing that a sensor network with a non-globally rigid unit-disk graph in 
2 ℜ  can still be possibly 
uniquely localized. There are five sensors and the solid lines represent the known inter-sensor distances. The anchors are  1 v , 
2 v  and  3 v . The graph is not globally rigid and the position of the fifth sensor can be either at  5 v  or  5' v  while satisfying the 
distance constraints. However using the knowledge that the graph is a unit disk graph, if the fifth sensor is at  5' v , it will 
become the neighbor of sensors 1 and 4, a fact which is inconsistent with the knowledge of inter-sensor distances. Therefore, 
the fifth sensor can be uniquely localized at  5 v  only. Handbook of Wireless Mesh & Sensor Networking 
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sufficient condition for unique localization of the sensor network is that its underlying graph is globally 
rigid. Otherwise, if the underlying graph has the property of being a unit disk graph, then a sufficient 
condition for unique localization is that the underlying graph is globally rigid and a necessary condition is 
that the underlying graph is rigid. 
A.  Test for uniquely localizable networks 
Generally, rigidity can be tested by examining the rank of a matrix whose entries are formed from the 
coordinates of the vertices [5]. In 
2 ℜ , an alternative well-known combinatorial necessary and sufficient 
condition for rigidity is given in Laman’s theorem [8]; and an elegant necessary and sufficient condition for 
the global rigidity of a graph is given in the following: 
Theorem 2.2 [9], [10]: A graph  () , GVE in 
2 ℜ  with  4 V ≥  vertices is globally rigid iff it is redundantly 
rigid and 3-connected (see below). 
A graph is redundantly rigid if it remains rigid with the removal of any edge in the graph. In 
2 ℜ , there is 
a variant of Laman’ theorem called the pebble game [11] for simply testing rigidity and redundant rigidity 
[12]. A graph is k -connected if there exist at least k  paths which have no edge or vertices in common 
(apart from the end vertices) between any two vertices. Testing of 2-connectivity and 3-connectivity is 
discussed below. 
B.  Generation of uniquely localizable networks 
Given a sensor network that is not uniquely localizable, an interesting question is how we transform this 
sensor network into one that is uniquely localizable by adding additional information about the network, 
i.e., adding extra inter-sensor distances. Before we delve into technical discussions, some notations need to 
be introduced. Let  () , GV E =  be a graph. Then the graph 
2 G  is defined as ()
2 , VE E ∪  where for any 
V v v j i ∈ ≠ , 
2 ) , ( E v v j i ∈  iff there exists a  V vk ∈  such that  E v v k i ∈ ) , ( a n d   E v v j k ∈ ) , ( . Thus 
2 G  is 
obtained from G by adding edges between the vertex pairs of G which are separated by exactly one Handbook of Wireless Mesh & Sensor Networking 
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intermediate vertex. Analogously, one can also obtain a graph  ( )
32 3 , GV E EE =∪ ∪  where for any 
V v v j i ∈ ≠ , 
3 (, ) ij vv E ∈  iff there exist two vertices  , km vv V ∈  such that ( , ),( , ),( , ) ik km mj vv vv v v E ∈ . A 
main result of this section is the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.3 [7], [13]: Let  ) , ( E V G =  be an edge 2-connected graph in 
2 ℜ . Then  ) , (
2 2 E E V G ∪ =  is 
globally rigid.      
A graph is edge  k -connected if there exist k  paths between any two vertices which have no edge in 
common between any two vertices. It is obvious that a k -connected graph is also an edge k -connected 
graph but the converse is not necessarily true. There is a simple algorithm, known as the “ear 
decomposition”  [14], that can be used to test edge 2-connectivity, 2-connectivity and 3-connectivity. 
Based on Theorem 2.3, consider a sensor network whose underlying graph is a unit disk graph with 
sensing radius r ; if the underlying graph is not globally rigid but edge 2-connected, by doubling the 
sensing radius of the sensor network, the graph becomes globally rigid and the associated sensor network 
becomes uniquely localizable. Doubling the sensing radius can be achieved by an increase in the 
transmitter power. The edge-2 connectedness condition in Theorem 2.3 can be mildly relaxed [13]. 
Specifically, if  ) , ( E V G =  is connected and if the removal of any edge in E  which disconnects G results 
in one of the two component being a single vertex, then  
2 G  is globally rigid. 
III.  GRAPHICAL PROPERTIES OF CONNECTED NETWORKS AND EASILY LOCALIZABLE NETWORKS 
In the last section, we discussed the analytic existence/solvability problem in WSN localization. An 
equally important problem is the computational complexity of WSN localization algorithms. Generally, the 
computational complexity of localization algorithms is NP-hard and probably exponential in the number of 
vertices [15]. In this section, we show that for a sensor network whose underlying graph has certain 
properties, e.g., bilateration graph and trilateration graph, in addition to global rigidity, the localization 
algorithm can be greatly simplified. Handbook of Wireless Mesh & Sensor Networking 
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A graph  ) , ( E V G =  is called a bilateration graph with seeds  12 , vv and  3 v  if its vertices can be ordered 
as  V v v v , , , 2 1 …  such that  12 (,) vv E ∈  and each vertex  i v ,   3,4, , iV = …  is adjacent to at least two of the 
vertices in  1 2 1 , , , − i v v v … . The ordering of the vertices  V v v v , , , 2 1 …  is called a bilaterative ordering. 
Similarly, a graph  ) , ( E V G =  is called a trilateration graph if there exists an ordering of the vertices 
V v v v , , , 2 1 …  such that the vertices  123 ,, vvv  induce a complete graph and each vertex  i v ,   4,5, , iV = …  is 
adjacent to at least three of the vertices in  1 2 1 , , , − i v v v … . The ordering of the vertices  V v v v , , , 2 1 …  is called 
a trilaterative ordering. Given a graph known to be a bilateration (trilateration) graph, there can be more 
than one bilaterative (trilaterative) ordering that is consistent with the bilateration (trilateration) property. 
A bilateration graph can be obtained from a connected graph by doubling the sensing radius of a network 
with a connected underlying graph:  
Theorem 3.1 [7]: Let G be a connected graph in 
2 ℜ . Then  ) , (
2 2 E E V G ∪ =  is a bilateration graph. 
An important result about connected graphs is given in the following. It is relevant for bilateration graphs 
as well, since sensor radius doubling in a network with a connected graph results in a bilateration graph. 
Theorem 3.2 [2]: Let  () ( ) n Gr n be a random geometric graph derived from a network whose sensors are 
uniformly randomly placed a unit disk area in 
2 ℜ . If the sensing radius  ( ) rn of the network satisfies 
() () lognc n
rn
nπ
+
= , then  the graph   ( ) ( ) n Gr n is connected with probability one as n →∞ iff 
() cn→+ ∞. When lim sup ( ) n cn →∞ <+ ∞, the graph is disconnected with a positive probability.   
We examine now the style of algorithms which can be used to localize sensors where the underlying 
graph is a bilateration graph. Note first though that a bilateration graph is a rigid graph but is not 
necessarily globally rigid nor is a globally rigid graph necessarily a bilateration graph.   
If the underlying graph of a network is both globally rigid and a bilateration graph, a sequential 
localization algorithm called “sweep” can be developed [16] to efficiently localize all sensors in the Handbook of Wireless Mesh & Sensor Networking 
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network. The principle of the sweep algorithm is illustrated through the special case in Fig. 2. Consider a 
globally rigid and bilateration graph G with a bilaterative ordering  12 ,,, k vv v …  ( 8 k =  in Fig. 2). With 
some abuse of notation, let us also regard  12 8 ,,, vv v …  as sensors in the sensor network (and thus there is 
associated with  i v  a position). Starting with three seed sensors  12 , vv and  3 v  with known coordinates, then 
knowledge of the inter-sensor distances  14 vv  and  34 vv  gives the position of  4 v  with a binary ambiguity, i.e., 
4 v  has two possible positions. Consider  5 v  with known inter-sensor distances  45 vv and  35 vv to  4 v  and  3 v  
respectively, for each possible position of  4 v ,  5 v  has two possible positions which makes the total number 
of possible positions for  5 v  four. Successively, we obtain the positions of  678 ,, vvv  with 
3 2,  
4 2  and 
5 2 
ambiguities. However  8 v  is also connected to  2 v  (the edge  28 vv is necessary to make a globally rigid 
graph), knowledge of distance to   2 v  resolves the ambiguities in the position of  8 v  and also reduces the 
ambiguities in the positions of other vertices. Finally, knowledge of inter-sensor distance  17 vv  and position 
of  8 v  sequentially removes all ambiguities in  76 4 , ,..., vv v  and the unique localization is achieved. 
 
There are  () () 12 / 6 VV V −−  different choices of three sensors from V . Therefore the computational 
complexity involved in searching for the seed sensors is  ( )
3 OV , i.e., at most polynomial in the number of 
sensors. If one knows the seed but does not know the ordering, the computational complexity in choosing 
1 v 2 v
3 v
6 v 5 v
4 v
7 v
8 v
 
 
Fig. 2.  An illustration of the sequential sweep localization procedure for a network with a globally rigid bilateration graph. Solid 
lines represent the known inter-sensor distances and the sensors are localized sequentially, i.e., sensor  ,3 i vi > is localized after 
sensors  11 ,..., i vv −  and using the estimated (or known) positions of sensors  11 ,..., i vv −  and known distances between  i v and 
sensors in  11 ,..., i vv − . Handbook of Wireless Mesh & Sensor Networking 
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the ordering is  () OV E + . Another potential problem with the sweep algorithm is that the number of 
possible positions grows exponentially with the number of sensors. This exponential growth in the number 
of possible positions can be mitigated by considering all known distances of the newly swept sensor to the 
already swept sensors, instead of two distances only. When a sensor with more than two known distances 
to the already swept sensors is added to the set of swept sensors, the additional distance information will 
not only eliminate some of its own possible positions, but it also removes some of the possible positions of 
already swept sensors [16].   The number of possible positions also reduces dramatically when the sweep 
process meets an anchor. Simulation using 250 sensors randomly uniformly distributed in a square region 
showed that when the average node degree equals six, the number of possible positions reaches its 
maximum value of 250 [16].  Generally the running time of the sweep algorithm grows linearly in the 
number of sensors [16].  
An even more efficient algorithm can be designed if the underlying graph has the property of a 
trilateration graph, which can be obtained from a connected graph by tripling the sensing radius. 
Theorem 3.3 [7]: Let  () , GV E =  be a connected graph with n vertices, and let  12 , ,..., n vv v be an 
ordering of the vertices of G  such that for all  1 m > , the subgraph of G  induced by the vertex set 
12 { , ,..., } mm Vv vv = , denoted by  m G , is connected. Then  ( )
32 3 , GV E EE =∪ ∪  is a trilateration graph with 
a trilaterative ordering  12 , ,..., n vv v.      
In 
2 ℜ , a trilateration graph is globally rigid but a globally rigid graph is not necessarily a trilateration 
graph. If the underlying graph of a sensor network is a trilateration graph and at least three of the sensors 
are anchors, then the whole network can be easily and uniquely localized. The computational complexity 
involved in searching for the seed sensors and a trilaterative ordering is the same as those involved in 
searching for the seed sensors and a bilaterative ordering in a bilateration network. These are  ( )
3 OV  and 
() OV E +  respectively. Now considering one has found the seed sensors and the corresponding Handbook of Wireless Mesh & Sensor Networking 
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trilaterative ordering and assuming temporarily the three seed sensors  12 , vv and  3 v  have the known 
coordinates,  () 1 0,0 v = ,  () 2 ,0 va =  and  ( ) 3 , vb c =  with  , 0 ac> , the values of a, b  and c can be derived 
from the known inter-sensor distances between the seed sensors. Then, it is obvious that other sensors can 
be localized relative to the three seed sensors sequentially, in a single sweep and in time  ( ) OV . The 
estimated positions differ from the true positions by a translation, rotation and possible reflection. At this 
stage, knowledge of the anchor positions has not been used. By aligning the estimated positions of anchors 
with their true positions, the required translation, rotation and reflection to transform the estimated 
coordinates into coordinates in which anchors positions are consistent with their true positions can be 
obtained. The new estimated positions follow for the rest of the sensors through application of the same 
translation, rotation and reflection. Localization algorithms in a trilateration network can be more efficient 
than those in a bilateration network. However a trilateration network requires knowledge of a larger 
number of edges (or equivalently a larger sensing radius) than a bilateration network. 
IV.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this chapter, we summarized the graphical properties of the underlying graph of a sensor network 
required to make the sensor network connected, k -connected, uniquely localizable and easily localizable. 
The critical sensing radii required for the sensor network to acquire these properties were given. The 
relation between these critical sensing radii is summarized in the following inequalities: 1) 
123 , 1 3 gg b it r i rrrrr r r ≤≤≤≤ ≤ ≤ ; 2)  21 2 rr ≤ ; 3)  2 2 g rr ≤ ; 4)  , bi g bi rr ≤ ; 5)  1 2 bi rr ≤ , where  k r  denotes the 
critical sensing radius for a k -connected graph.  bi r ,  g r ,  , g bi r  and  tri r  denote the critical sensing radius for a 
bilateration graph, for a globally rigid graph,  for a globally rigid bilateration graph and for a globally rigid 
trilateration graph respectively. 
Current research in the area focuses on defining the sensing radius required for the entire network to 
acquire a certain property, e.g., connected, uniquely localizable and easily localizable. However, a question Handbook of Wireless Mesh & Sensor Networking 
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of practical significance is the sensing radius required for most of the sensors (e.g., 95%) to have a certain 
property, most commonly localizability. In random networks, such laws will tend to be 1 n  laws rather 
than 
logn
n
 laws. Intuitively, the sensing radius required for most of the sensors to have a given property 
is reduced relative to the sensing radius required for the entire network to have that property. This 
translates into lower power consumption, cost and hardware complexity. For example, in a sensor network 
with a large number of sensors, it may be considered as a good performance if most of the sensors remain 
functional and connected. It may be both unnecessary and difficult to have all of these low-cost sensors 
functional and connected. Therefore an interesting future research direction is identifying the critical 
sensing radius required for a certain (high) percentage of sensors in the network to acquire a given 
property. 
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